Resuscitation skills among the general public in Dublin.
Evidence exists that many of the victims of cardiac arrest due to ischemic heart disease can be resuscitated if cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and defibrillation are made available in the minutes following collapse. In order to evaluate the ability of the general public in Dublin to perform CPR appropriately, 225 people were asked when CPR was indicated and how cardiac arrest was diagnosed and then asked to perform CPR on a mannequin. In the knowledge sections, 45% gave an appropriate indication for CPR and 34% gave appropriate criteria for diagnosing cardiac arrest. However, only eight participants were able to perform CPR correctly and only six (2.6%) had both the correct skills and knowledge. There is an urgent need to improve the public's knowledge of and ability to perform CPR as part of an overall strategy to decrease mortality from ischemic heart disease in Ireland.